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PRESS RELEASE
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Villingen-Schwenningen, June 2017: 

OPTICLUX magnifier luminaire for medical applications 
Daylight-quality lighting with optional Wood lamp

The new OPTICLUX magnifier luminaire merges the latest LED modules and a robust acrylic magnifier to provide a uniquely large, bright light field. Its outstanding color rendering properties and optional Wood light equipment make it a versatile luminaire for many applications. 

The lighting engineers of Derungs – the Waldmann’s competency center for medical lighting – specially designed the new OPTICLUX magnifier luminaire for the needs of dermatologists, hospitals and medical practices, dental technicians, laboratories and quality control, and it is a tested medical device under EN 60601-1.

Optimal viewing
OPTICLUX has everything a modern magnifier luminaire should offer in the medical field: a light, but robust 3.5-diopter acrylic lens and a large magnifier diameter of 160 mm. Its outstanding light field is also provided by 90 premium LEDs that ensure even, low-shadow illumination of the examination or work area. The very bright light (6,000 lux at 15 cm) is continuously dimmable. This means that the OPTICLUX adjusts to the individual viewing task and perceptibly takes stress off the eyes.

Reliable color reproduction
The daylight white LEDs in 6,500 K provide reliable color rendering.
This gives the OPTICLUX excellent color reproduction properties of Ra > 94, R13 > 98, and R9 > 93. This is especially crucial for medical applications, for reliable examinations and optimal work results.

Versatile installation
In addition to the light quality, the ergonomic factors are also impressive: The proven spring rods and internal friction-joints allow easy positioning of the luminaire without lowering the luminaire head. A large range of action — from head to toe — is provided by the long luminaire arm, which guarantees a bending radius up to 142 cm for the ceiling version. Depending on the application and personal preferences, the OPTICLUX also comes in a pin version with a wide range of fastening accessories. Thus, the magnifier luminaire can be used flexibly with a wall bracket, table clamp, rail clamp or roller stand.

Durable and economical
The OPTICLUX is designed for long life: Premium, high-quality components and precision parts ensure reliable, economical use for many years. It comes with a lens cover, keypad and premium housing to make cleaning easier.

Two lighting modes in one device
Especially for use in dermatology, veterinary and forensic medicine, the new magnifier luminaire is also available with a Wood light (365 nm). This allows detection of fluorescent lesions or evaluation of pigment changes. Thanks to five extremely high-performance BLB LEDs, the room doesn’t have to be darkened as much. This leaves more time for the patient.


Captions
© Derungs Licht AG

B1_ Large magnifier with 1.9x magnification
B2_ Dimmable visual field in daylight quality
B3_ Powerful wood light version


Waldmann — Light for people 
Waldmann offers premium lighting solutions tailored to the needs of people. Founded in 1928 as an electrical installation company, the middle-sized, family-owned company is now run by Gerhard Waldmann — the third generation — as Herbert Waldmann GmbH & Co. KG. At the company’s headquarters in Villingen-Schwenningen, Germany, and at production and sales sites in 12 countries worldwide, about 940 employees participate in Waldmann’s success. The company develops and produces lighting solutions for office, industry, nursing care and health applications, along with systems for medical phototherapy. The Waldmann brand is synonymous with innovative workplace lighting solutions consistently oriented toward people’s natural lighting needs. Derungs is a Waldmann brand. Derungs Licht AG is headquartered in Gossau, Switzerland, and is the competency center for healthcare.


Press contact:
Annett Schenkenbach, Derungs Licht AG Press Office,
Hofmattstrasse 12, 9200 Gossau (Switzerland),
Tel.: +41 071 388 11-66, E-Mail: annett.schenkenbach@derungslicht.com



Contact details for sales in Germany, Austria, Switzerland:

Herbert Waldmann GmbH & Co. KG
Peter-Henlein-Straße 5
78056 Villingen-Schwenningen
Deutschland
Tel.: +49 7720 601 100
Fax: +49 7720 601 290
E-Mail: sales.germany@waldmann.com


Waldmann Lichttechnik Ges.m.b.H
Gewerbepark Wagram 7
4061 Pasching/Linz
Österreich
Tel.: +43 7229 67 400 
Fax: +43 7229 67 444
E-Mail: info-at@waldmann.com


Waldmann Lichttechnik GmbH
Benkenstrasse 57
Postfach 64
5024 Küttigen
Schweiz
Tel.: +41 62 839 1212
Fax: +41 62 839 1299
E-Mail: info-ch@waldmann.com

